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I begged the General, if he consented to his interfere matter, to be careful that he should be fully possessed o and suggested the propriety of reading to him, before upon the business, the paper already prepared, and tha acter in which he acted should also be clearly undersfo
The Colonel had his conferences with Messrs, Inghs and Berrien, and the President his interview with thei he spoke to them of the alleged combination and attem Major Eaton from the Cabinet and I always suppos shewed them the paper referred to, but whether he did do this they were all satisfied that he did not claim any as that which was described in it, and altho5 the princ remained substantially on the footing on which it st those gentlemen remained in the Cabinet a year and a ] During that period the Eaton affair was eclipsed in and soon divested of any agency in mischief or dist two occurrences—Mr. Calhoun's prmunc lament o and;, or three months later, the resignations of Major Bate self, drawing after them the resignations of all the ] the Cabinet except Postmaster General Barry. The L he adhered throughout to his friends, the Batons, j tenor of his way so unobtrusively and noiselessly as offense to the other parties to the quarrel.
The outbreak between the President and the gentlem< formed a part of his Cabinet assumed a very violent cha I left Washington. Those who have the curiosity to Ic matter will find that the dissolution of the Cabinet had appearance, amicably accomplished. There was some ] on the parts of the Secretaries of the Treasury and Navj in their resignations, but in the end the correspondence, imported a friendly settlement. All were to remain at until their successors were appointed and their official bus in the state in which they desired to leave it. The resig cept Mr. Berrien's, who was absent till June, were in Aj final retirement of the Cabinet was delayed until June, single exception of a few enigmatical givings-out by the J the Navy as to the existence of a "malign influence" seemed to ho ornn.o* on to a favorable issue. The

